LA’s Best Acting For Camera Workshop Has Arrived in Europe

MAG ACTING WORKSHOPS
“The ESSENTIAL
on-camera
workshop.”
State of the Arts, LA Talk Radio

Presented by Marc Aden Gray
2015/2016
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Marc Aden Gray has forged a successful
acting career in Sydney, New York and Los
Angeles and has also established himself
as one of the top teachers/private coaches
in the industry.

“Marc’s teaching has renewed
my faith in acting and
the joys it can bring.”
Melanie, Workshop Student

In between appearing on prime time series in New York and
Los Angeles, Marc taught for three years in the prestigious UCLA
Extension Acting Certificate program as a sought after Professor.
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MAG WORKSHOP

Marc’s 2-day MAG Acting For Camera Workshops in Los
Angeles and Vienna were hugely popular, generating
an extensive waiting list.
Testimonials and accompanying video of the LA workshop can
be found on www.magworkshops.com
Some of MAG’s credentials:

• 30 years as a professional actor in film, television
and theatre in Australia and the United States
• Extensive experience training actors in both
university and private coaching environments
• Study and course work in New York, Sydney and
Los Angeles in all major acting disciplines
Having succeeded in the largest, most competitive market
in the world, Marc is excited to introduce this
successful workshop to Europe.

MAG WORKSHOP
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The workshop teaches actors
how to be empowered
and compelling on camera.

“Marc gave me confidence
and self-belief. Having done
his workshop, I now feel I can
hold my own and succeed at
every level of the industry.”
Marie, Workshop Student

MAG cuts through the theory by providing students with real-time
instruction that instantly transforms their performance. Students
acquire tools they will use for a lifetime.
Actors are assigned a scene to work on in advance and will, in
one weekend, see a profound improvement in their work.
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The setup is simple: Each scene features two students.
The workshop runs with two cameras (plus necessary lighting),
filming each student in close-up.
Two large monitors allow the students to see the improvement in their
classmates’ work in real time. MAG also uses live playback of students’
work to reinforce essential skills.

Students first and last takes of both days are filmed:
4 versions of the same scene, showing their progress across the weekend.
Footage of their performance is sent to the actors after the workshop is completed.
In this way, actors will not only feel the difference in their performance;
they’ll also be able to see the results for themselves.
Everything taught in the MAG Workshop is designed for use immediately
by the students in their careers. If it’s not practical or effective,
it’s not included in the workshop.
MAG WORKSHOP
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Students receive instruction
from a teacher who has worked
both in Hollywood and
internationally.

“Marc has helped me
to build an effective
acting process from
the ground up.
I now feel confident
auditioning and doing
the actual job.”
Mike, Private Coaching Student

With all scene work being in English, the workshop will be especially
beneficial for those pursuing a career in England
and the United States.
The MAG Workshop has an extra benefit:
Actors’ rehearsed, guided work is performed in front
of a casting director at the end of each day.
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Unlike acting classes solely taught by casting directors,
the MAG Workshop gives actors the chance to work
with a master acting teacher as well as perform
their rehearsed work in front of a casting director.
A catered lunch is included to offer further
networking opportunities, allowing people to meet
with Marc, get to know each other and have
a more connected, personal experience.

MAG WORKSHOP
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How
Will it
WORK?

Casting Director brings in Hollywood actor/teacher to
teach a camera intensive!
The workshop only needs a minimum of 8 people to be
both creatively and financially successful.
The workshop can comfortably accommodate up to 18
people in 9 pairs, with two cameras running in unison
and both actors viewable on monitors at all times.

“I could tell that Marc was
teaching us what he’d
learned from his career
working in television and
movies. It made a big
difference knowing I was
building skills I could put
to good use in the industry.”
Daniel, Workshop Student

The workshop runs 10 to 5 with an hour break: 12 hours of work time.
The actors will work with MAG and each other for the entire weekend.
At the end of each day the Casting Director is welcomed in to watch the final takes.
The Casting Director will provide their thought and comments at the end of the workshop.
MAG then completes the workshop by giving his final feedback.
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THE FINANCIAL PLAN
What we bring:
The best, most exciting camera workshop in Europe. We provide the scripts,
syllabus, handouts, footage as well as managing all payments, enrollment and
questions about the workshop.

What you bring:
Simply, advertise the class via email/social media/any and all appropriate
connections. You will direct students to the website, where they can watch
a dynamic promo video and other testimonials/info about the workshop.
As mentioned, a minimum goal of only 8 people is all that is necessary
for a successful weekend.
Casting Directors are compensated with a percentage of total revenue based
on the amount of students attending the workshop. That percentage will
also be increased if the CD can provide any or all of the following:
•
•

A professional space for the workshop
Technical equipment, including cameras, monitors and lights

Please feel free to contact us with further questions regarding breakdown of
fees at info@magworkshops.com.

MAG WORKSHOP
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A Proven Track Record
In addition to his work as an instructor on the UCLA Extension campus, Marc has
generated an extensive private student base.
It should also be noted that this enthusiastic following was built in the most competitive
acting coaching/workshop environment in the world, Los Angeles.
MAG’s first European workshop took place in Vienna in the spring of 2014.

Hosted by Marion Rossmann Casting, the Workshop was filled to capacity in a matter of days, with
an extensive waiting list. Even those students who were initially challenged by the English dialog,
were overwhelmingly positive in their reaction to the workshop. Most of the students attending
inquired about continuing their training with Marc.
The MAG Workshop is the perfect venue for the large pool of European actors wanting
to improve their camera acting and also act in English.
MAG Workshops will be taking place all over Europe. We look forward to a successful
collaboration with you and your peers across the continent.
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Marc Aden Gray’s career and development as actor and teacher has spanned
four decades and two continents. With
his move to Berlin in April 2015, a new
stage in his acting and teaching begins.
Marc began his professional acting
career in Sydney, Australia in 1983 as a 9
year-old. He went on to work constantly
in film and television, with prominent
roles in Australian productions in and
co-productions US studios and the
BBC. In the early 1990’s Marc also went
through an intense period of study in
camera acting with the premier camera
acting teacher in Australia at that time.
Over 3 years (while also continuing to work professionally), he developed
and refined all the fundamental skills involved in acting on screen.
It was at this time that Marc began to teach acting for camera himself.
Marc then moved to New York in the late 90’s, where he turned his
attention to the Meisner technique, taking time off from his career to
study the system and build his creative acting process. He studied with
acclaimed Meisner teachers Maggie Flanigan and William Esper. Marc
then established a successful career in New York, working steadily in
television while also appearing in theatres across Manhattan and in
major productions all over the United States.
In 2007, Marc made the move to Los Angeles and acted frequently in
television and film. It was at this time that he began to also teach camera
acting at UCLA, privately coach professional actors at his home studio.
After several successful workshops in Los Angeles, Marc taught his first
European MAG Acting For Camera workshop in Vienna in 2014.
He continues to enjoy a successful career as an actor in Europe,
the US and Australia.

www.magworkshops.com
MAG WORKSHOP
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“Working with Marc
hasn’t just changed
my acting… it’s changed
my whole being.
It’s made my life more
liberated and more fun.”
Yelena, Workshop Student

